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INTRODUCTION

1. The Second Coordination Meeting on Humanitarian Assistance for Somalia was

convened by .the Department of Humanitarian Affairs in conjunction with the United Nations

Organization for Somalia (UNOSOM) held at the United Nations Economic Commission for

Africa'(ECA) Adds Ababa, Ethiopia from December 3 to 5, 1992. The meeting was a

follow-up to the First Coordination Meeting held at Geneva, Switzerland from 12 to 13

October 1992. '"' ' '" ;- '■•■■■' ; ; ■'■■■ • ■ •■<■■-'■'l:J.'.--h-.

2. The First Meeting held at Geneva launched the 100-Day Action Programme for

Accelerated Humanitarian Assistance for Somalia. The overall objective of this Action

Programme was to save over one million lives that were immediately at risk from starvation

and disease and to prevent millions of other Somalis from joining the ranks of the starving

and disease-ridden; < ■ ..■■-• ' .
i ■ t * . ■

3. / The objective'of the Second Meeting was to review the progress that had been

achieved in the implementation of the Programme, assess the impediments encountered and

^ascertain the work that remained to be done. In addition, the Second Meeting was expected
to go beyond the scope of the 100-Day Action Programme and also address issues related to

relief and rehabilitation activities for the first half of 1993 as well as identify what additional

needs of Somalia should be addressed beyond the 100-Day Action Programme. The issue

of humanitarian access and security was featured also. ' r

4.. The meeting aimed at providing an environment and opportunity for the Somalis,

donors, NGOs, the United Nations and its specialized agencies and implementing partners

to forge a stronger degree of partnership in the establishment of'priorities for the

reconstruction of the country and in the creation of an environment in which rehabilitation

could succeed. Furthermore, thanks to the broad range of participants at the meeting, it was

hoped that the international community and the Somali society would be able to collaborate

fruitfully in developing more reliable arrangements for the delivery of emergency assistance

and the reconstruction of the country. "7 V ~ "" '

;■>.., ..■)(■„.."■ ■

U ' ,•->. "}-



I. ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING

Attendance , . .*,-,...■

5. Invitations to the meeting were extended to Spates Members of the United Nations,

regional organizations, specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations

system, international non-governmental organizations as well as political movements,

community leaders and voluntary organizations in Somalia.

6V The meeting was attended by representatives of the Governments of Algeria, Angola,

AustraiiaV Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Burundi, Cameroon, Canada, China, Congo, Cote

cl'Ivpire, Cuba, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Denmark, Djibouti, Egypt,

Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Finland, France, Gabon, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Guinea,

India, Indonesia, Iran (Islaniic Republic of), Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Liberia,

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Netherlands, Niger,
Nigeria, Norway, Pakistan, Republic of Korea, Romania, Russian Federation, Senegal,

" Sierra Leone, Spain, South Africa, Sudan, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda,

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United Republic of Tanzania, United

States of America, Yemen, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Eritrea and Palestine also- sent

observers to the meeting. - . , '

7. The following Somali political movements were represented at the meeting: Somali

Agricultural Muki Organization (SAMO); Somali Democratic Alliance (SDA); Somali

Democratic Movement (SDM); Somali Patriotic Movement (SPM); Somali Salvation

Democratic Front (SSDF); United Somali Congress (USOAli Mahdi); United Somali Front

(USF) and United Somali Party (USP). .

8. A total of 27 traditional Somali community leaders, also participated in the meeting

as well as representatives from the following Somali'voluntary organizations operating in the

country: Bardera Relief Committee; Council of Somali Voluntary and Development Agencies

(COSVADA); IFTIN; IIDA; International Islamic Relief Organization; MARDA Relief and

Development Agency; SAACID Voluntary Organization; Somali Aid and Development;

Somali Intellectual Association; SIM Kenya; SORSO (BOSASO, Somalia); and United

Somali Professionals Association.

9. Also represented at the meeting were the Department of Economic and Social

Development, Department of Humanitarian Affairs, United Nations Operations in Somalia

(UNOSOM) and the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) of the United Nations

Secretariat; United Nations bodies: World Food Programme, United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP), Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

(UNHCR), United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), United Nations Volunteers (UNV)

and the following specialized agencies and other organizations of the United Nations system:

International Labour Organisation (ILO), Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations (FAO), United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)

, World Health Organization (WHO), World Bank, and International Monetary Fund (IMF).



10. Other intergovernmental, .organizations .represented-were the-Commission of.the

European Communities, League of Arab States and the Organization of African Unity. Non

governmental and regional organizations represented at the meeting included: Adyentist

Development and Relief Agency (ADRA), CARE Ethiopia and CARE International,

,. .CARTTAS .-International, Comitato Internazionale per lo Sviluppo dei Popoli (CISP),
COftqERN and CONCERN Ethiopia, Catholic Relief Services (CRS), MUNAZAMAT AL

. DAWA, Dutch Inter-Aidi Federation of Christian Organizations, GOAL (Ireland),.Horn of
\ Afnca,Cornrnittee, Inter-Action, Inter-Africa Group, Islamic African Relief Agency (IARA),

International Development and jRelief Board, Mennonite Central Committee, Medecins Sans
i:: Frontieres, MWAFA0 Charity Foundation, Organization of the Islamic Conference "(OIC),
OXFAM (Ethiopia), OXFAM (Somalia), OXFAM (UK), Pharmacieris Sans Frontieres, Pan-

African Social Perspective Centre, Save the Children Fund (UK) and Save the Children Fund
(USA), Swedish Chiifcn Relief, World Concern International, World yision International and
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC): ' ' ■-; .:r ;>. ■ .

= 11! - The meeting was co-chaired by Mr. Jan Eliasson, the United Nations Under-
MSecretary-General for1 Humanitarian Affairs and Ambassador'lsmarKittkni, the Special
-Representative of the Secre'tary-Generai ffprSomalia. , , ' 'lv! ;:.:; ' : -"!■''■>■••-'- a.-.-^x/.j

Organization of work !U' ; Y!: " '■ '" V '-yc^' ^ ■-.r ■: .;::.-.:■

,^2' ^e'piehary session devoted.its first two,meetings to hear introductory statements
.fbllowdd by comments of delegations on the 100-Day Action Programme and the suggestions
for activities beyond that programme:, The Working Group I concentrated on a reviewof
the 100-Day Action Programme and proposed activities to beundertaken beyond'the

programme. The Working Group II dealt with issues relating to humanitarian access and

, security. The concluding plenary session reviewed the reports'of the two working groups
and adopted the final^report of the meeting. . " J . '." ■'""'"'

■13; ECA was chosen to. host the meeting because^ of itshighly regarded'expertise in
arranging large-scale conferences. The choice was based upon, the Commission's close

proximity to countries in Africa, its multi-disciplinary reach and its historical experience in

providing support to.regional and sub-regional efforts aimed at promoting long-term

economic development in the continent and in acting as a conduiti for bringing-regional
concerns to global attention as well as global concerns to regional attention. ' '"'■'■'■■ ■■•! ■'

■■ .,>}'".[•'■'. ■.-, ■ .., ■ :r. .■'•'-- ■ * ■ ■ ■■ ": < - :■•< ,''-'• '' «V 'i

;i »•■



n. PROCEEDINGS OF THE OPENING PLENARY SESSION

Opening addresses '

14.' In his opening remarks, Ambassador Ismat Kittani stressed the need to forge a .

dialogue and a spirit of partnership between all agencies and the people of Somalia in theA>

search for a solution to the present crisis. He pointed out that up to a week ago, security was ;
a very serious problem for all emergency "and humanitarian activities in Somalia. Since then o

the Secretary-General and the Security Council had been preoccupied with the issue and had:

now reached a decision on the matter. He was grateful to the Somali leaders, political
movements, NGOs and community leaders who accepted to attend the conference. He hoped,, ;

that this would lead to a dialogue based on mutual trust and respect for each party concerned/

as well'as to an expression of concrete support for the work of the United Nations. \, ,.-/..

15. In his welcoming remarks, Mr. Layashi Yaker, Executive Secretary of the Economic

Commission for Africa, recalled the conclusions of the last meeting and expressed the hope

that the current meeting would come out with concrete strategies for achieving the objectives

of the 100-Day Action Programme in the time'that was left; arid'wbuld deal adequately with

the issues of reconstruction and development of Somalia including all the enabling conditions

being discussed by the Secretary-General and the Security Council. Against this background,

he regretted that a number of Somali leaders had not given the attainment of the objectives

of the Programme their full-fledged support. Despite this, the massive relief'effort has had

some positive impact on the nutritional conditionof many Somalis. In this multi-agency

endeavour, the Executive Secretary expressed ECA's consciousness of the suffering of the

people of Somalia! He pointed out that, while being a unique case, Somalia offered a real

challenge in humanitarian effort. It was his conviction that food aid could be used to create

a number of economic incentives capable of initiating dynamic developments in the socio-,;

economic environment of the country ^ He went on to spell out the role he believed ECA

could play in this regard. He was convinced that the relief efforts and rehabilitation activities

would be more rewarding if conceived and carried out within a context of multi-disciplinary

action for multi-sectoral development, the focus of coordination would then move away from

its present limited domain to a wider scope of longer-term development and its sustainability.
Within this context, ECA had initiated a process aimed at putting together a comprehensive

rehabilitation and reconstruction masterplan for a post-conflict Somalia. ECA stood ready

tbprbvide the needed leadership for such a thrust. , ; . •

16. In his keynote address H.E. Meles Zenawi, President of Ethiopia, pointed out that he

was addressing the conference as the President of a country that had no hidden agenda on

Somalia, a country that for the first time in decades was trusted by all Somalis to help
without any ulterior motives. He expressed his concern over the deteriorating situation in

Somalia which had placed the country in an advanced stage of disintegration. Despite this,

all humanitarian assistance must be given in full respect of the pride of the people of the

country. He said he was convinced that any humanitarian intervention would be counter

productive and harmful to the rejuvenation of Somali Society if it failed to nurture the self-
respect of the Somali people. He called for this issue to be given more attention than has

hitherto been the case. He called on the Somalis themselves to rise to the challenge of the

situation. He insisted that it was time for the Somali people to take their destiny in their



h?n4sU iW^.Tl^ *° security, he referredj-to th6'origoing effortsto;augrrientthe size and
l9 exparid^e^^date of th| Uni^'Nations secuHty force.in.Somalia to make them more
effective.in mkintoini.ng..the^ security of humanitarian "programmes, ;-He believed that such, ah
e^h^ced^sit^a^pa.woujd hkf:e a positive impact, "provided the exercise is carried out in full
^?W^t^^n^./c6"liaboradron with the. various groups;and factiQns;!in .the country: and
proyidedaheje js' full jiinderstandirig of the complexji/eVand seri|itivities' of/the current
situation i^Sornalia"! .He.appealedto all So'jmiis tb-see to jt that'sucji an intervention serves
tlie interesjs'of Somalia andjp fuli^coope'rate .with.the^lJnii;^ Nationssecurity force in their
missjon: f He^.x^cluded byplacing" the S.omali problem within the'.xontext of the Horn.of
^^.a;^yin$.,^yh§ P^b!%s'in that country' alsb affected, the situation iri the neighbouring
Wnines;\ (Tjie.Complete,'^text of tHe President's keynote ■address' hks beeri reproduced in
Annex I to the present report). '■'/" ." ., ': "' ; ' ■/;. _,-.(V ' ; ^ ■ ': '

?) ^.^r%^'. ^ed S.ajim, Secretary-Generai^ofthe Organization of
^fncw JJnjiy JoAlj) 'expressed solidarity.. With .the Somalitpeople and emphasized:his
orgahization's cboperatiori\with th4 United .Nations-on. its.agenda fbf Somalia. He further
eJxprpssecThis continued .readiness t6 work closely; with-the, rejjr^sentative of the Secretary-
Qeneral. He said.Hdwas also"elated by the presence o((representatives of the Somali people

hV(h5.m^n^ ^.pleaded with them to work'with,everyone concerned in search of a lasting
solution, to the^cbhflict. He yvas ericouraged.by th'e.faGt that anuriiber of countries within

f^}^^- *%?^^- {?-^i Weals'pf the OAU forassistance^td Somalia. However, much
remairied to be dbne by,African cdujitries .to demonstrate concretely to the people of Somalia

that they ^ere wijiing.tp'plHicipate in the: searcH for.;ajastirig,sblution to the crisis. ;He
|)ieaded for every; possible :e/fort to be made to ensure .that assistance reached the nefedy
'j^P^'whp^weVefadin^st^ation/. "What is the use of sending fSd to Somalia'if it ends
jjp'in the Hands of Npds, profiteers and ^rhed bandits'while people in their thousandsare
.forcedjto.-dife of starvation?;- he exclaimed: He Strongly, supixirted the United Nations
Secretary-Generar's recommendations, to .the Security Council to have an expanded security
presence." ih.Sbrnal.ia: He aJso, called.pn the meeting to seek'a process of political settlement
to'end the Somali crisis' '" :: !'.' '■.' ■'■.-'.■' ' ' ■ ''

■^ V . ""ij >:i-.'^ V";-:.-.-.-- •:■:■■ ' •. ■-v ■' •„■ .'*:-}.-■ [}£ ! "' ' ,'. '"' '
18. ., Mr. tpiaTss;prtj' United Nations Under-Secre^-Gene^^^fortHurnahltarian Affairs
caJled for pp^niitriient ;and' cooperation in making the 100-Day. Action Programme a reaiity
a£d a message of Hope fbr rehabilitation, reconstruction ,and politicai reconciliation in a spirit
of'^Paftialify and^quity. ,The current meeting, he emphasized; offered a unique opportunity
t?.<^riil?irie .^,H ®ff9r?'^ ¥ the,international community, regional'leaders, and above all, the
many representatives; of^ the Somali.people,'to lay the; foqndations.of a better life for the

i^TinX.WPl0^^Q"l^lia( He informed^ the participants, that,the meeting offered an
opportunity td;set sights.;beybnd,the next 100 days;and to'sehd a. message'of hbpe for the
future to the Somali people. He reported-that traditional" donors,' as well as many'devfeloping
cbuntries^had suppofted.humanitorian efforts in Somalia and welcomed,the participation of
regional kno\ jn'terpatioriai organizations such as the World Bank, the Organization of African
vfM$$$et'£&&*? of Arab;States., He further appealed for the continuation^of s.uppbrt
.^n^the-nex.t 50 days, emphasizing that emergency relief is.an exerciser imfutility unless
il ^rlJ^Vtof^process^lading ito rehabilitation, deveiopment and political'reconciliation. He
also pressed the interlinkages 'Between security and humanitarian issues in Somalia, stating
that the introduction of a new protection formula was not an end in itself. On the contrary,
the proposed operation was an instrument to aliow relief supplies to be delivered to those in



need. It should to be precisely defined and limited in time, in order to prepare the way for
a .return of peace-keeping and post-conflict peace building. The aim was not just to create

a well-oiled relief machine, he'maintained. Rather; it was peace and development. Thus,

the United Nations had been called upon to simultaneously provide humanitarian assistance,

protection, and promote national reconciliation in Somalia. The United Nations could not

do. this alone; all organizations, countries, and bodies represented in the Meeting needed to

cooperate in this common task, he emphasized. ...

' 19! ' A spokesman of the eight political Somali parties told the conference that they had

met the evening before and had decided to speak with one voice and appealed to all Somalis

to come together and solve their problems and work'towards peace. He assured the meeting
of their'support for the present United Nations-led efforts to successfully carry out relief and

humanitarian operations in Somalia. He called on the international community to give them

more time to prepare grounds for reconciliation at a conference to be held as soon as possible

inside Somalia. He called on the international community for logistics and communications

to realize this goal. A spokesman of the Somali Community Leaders also adopted a similar

position. ' . .

Statements by delegates

20. A number of delegates also made brief statements during the opening Plenary Session.

*21. The" representative of the United States of America reiterated his country's

determination to continue collaborating with the United Nations and the people of Somalia

in the provision of humanitarian assistance to Somalia. He emphasized the significance of

the current meeting as it came at a time when the Security Council of the United Nations was

taking steps to ensure that the problem of security in Somalia was resolved and rehabilitation

activities successfully completed.' He pledged his country's strong support to the current
initiatives of the Secretary-General and assured that the activities of his country in Somalia

would always be in support of United Nations initiatives to create a conducive environment

for relief and rehabilitation in the1 country. He; requested the meeting to come up with a

'yiatile plan to eliminate the human suffering in Somalia., :.. . .

'22.' '. The representative of the World Food Programme gave an. account of the relief

activjties'of'his organization in Somalia. He reported that relief effortswere being frustrated

-by the insecurity'. He appealed to the Somalis to fall back on their traditional values and

beliefs which were embedded in peace and called on them to work together to restore

commercial activities in the country. His organization, he .said, was,committed tocontipue
helping Somalia even under the worst circumstances. ,, ...

23.'"' The representative of the Government of Ttaly pointed out that his presence at the

'meeting demonstrated the interest of hiscountry in contributing towards helping to solve the

Somali problem. He gave a detailed account of his country's humanitarian assistance to

Somalia in collaboration with the United Nations and its specialized agencies. He reminded

the meeting of the regional nature of the refugee problem and reiterated the need for taking

measures for the repatriation of and the provision of minimum livelihood and health facilities



" to thereturnees.' He also pledged the continued support of his country and its readiness.to

contribute to a negotiated peace in Somalia. ■ r- ;.. .... f '

24. The representative of UNHCR informed the meeting about the relief activitiesof his

organization in Somaliarand stressed the need for the active involvement of the Somali people

as an integral part of this effort. He paid tribute to" the'efforts of the Somali-NGOs and. the

non-Somali NGOs who were very actively involved in the relief activities. •■:..(.. . ■ ,

25: The representative'of the Somali NGOs informed theconference of their activities in
Somalia and complained about the lack of a clear relationshipamong the United Nations and

its' specialized agencies; the international NGOs and the local NGOs.- She complained.about

the low opinion of the oth'er partnerson the capacity of the>local NGOs to assist in theirelief

and rehabilitation efforts and the lack of planning and coordihatioiV among the organizations.

She appealed on behalf of the local NGOs to be assisted with resources so-as to enable them

to play a full role in the relief and humanitarian operations in Somalia: - -'? - . .

"26. • 'The head of the delegation of the Russian Federation informed the1 meeting, of his
country's long standing concern forthe situation in-Somalia and the efforts that it had made

towards finding a solution. To foster this effort, he further expressed the support of his

Government for the United Nations initiatives in Somalia and confirmed his Government's
pledge to back this up with medical support. ■ " - ■ ■ .

27. The representative of Japan expressed the grave concern of his Government over the

present situation in Somalia'and reminded the meeting of his country's financial contributions

to United Nations bodies as WFP and UNHCR. He pledged the continued support of-Japan
for the relief and rehabilitation exercise in Somalia once peace was.established. He appealed
to the Somali people to make it possible for all the parties working in Somalia to succeed in
their relief and rehabilitation endeavours. ■ '

28. ■ The WHO representative detailed the activities of his organization including the
material support'that it has been giving to the different parts of Somalia to sustain the health
infrastructure in the country under the prevailing circumstances. He pledged his
organization's continued participation in.the implementation of the remaining component of

the 100-Day Action Programmed He, however, added that, the effectiveness of this
participation would largely depend on the attainment of badly needed peace and security in
the country. ' ■ - . . ...

29. -The representative of Germany welcomed the presence of the Somali leaders for the
first time in the planning process of this coordination exercise. While*-expressing-the gratitude
of his Government to the international:6rganizations for the tremendous efforts that they were
making in the country, he called for a unityof purpose among the,Somalis, warning that
politics should not prevail over solidarity. In view of the deteriorating security situation

lately, the latest initiatives of the Secretary-General of the United Nations are necessUry and
timely. He further pledged the continued collaboration of his Government arid GermarfNGOs
with all the international organizations concerned in promoting the effectiveness of relief and
rehabilitation operations in Somalia.- ■ ■ . :.■



30 The representative of the Government of.China expressed his; .Government.^ and
people's concern about the situation in Somalia. China,, he said, would, together with the
international community, continue its efforts and contributions towards the alleviation of the
suffering of the Somali people and the settlement of the Somali problem. He called on the
international community and the Somali people to provide the necessary security to guarantee
the deliveryand distribution of relief materials as well as finding ways for a peaceful.solution

to the problem. . ■ . ■ . -' \ :

31 The UNICEF representative reminded the.audience that the meeting had a potential
' to "tackle some of the root causes of, the problem which forced people to flee their country
and become refugees. The world community,- he, said, had decided that humanitarian
assistance must reach the evil society. It had gone beyond, neutrality to foster the.course of
peace and. humanity. The United Nations and its specialized agencies ICRC NGOs and
donors had taken-sides with women, children and, the ordinary people of Somalia in suppprt
of this course in collaboration with Somali professionals, NGOs and local authorities^ The
international and Somali communities must make this position a reality. UNICEF was
already participating in efforts to sustain health, and other social welfare facilities and
-infrastructure-in the country. He reminded delegates that the world wanted, to help, but could
notdo; so without Somali leadership, commitment and partnership. . • .

32 The representative of the Government of Egypt informed the conference 0^ the
initiatives of his Government bilaterally, within the Arab League, the Organization of the
Islamic Conference (OIC) and the OAU.to.search for solutions to the Somali problem. He
alluded to his country's close collaboration with the United.Nations regarding the Security
Council resolution, relating to security and humanitarian operations in Somalia .and its

expressed readiness to take part in the proposed security arrangements for.Somalia. He was
particularly happy that Somali leaders^ndNGOs were participating in the meetmg. Their
presence he stated, would provide them with the opportunity for initiating dialogue among
themselves and with the international community with a view to working together to hold a
conference, of national reconstruction and national unity in a location and time to be agreed
upon, by the Somali leadership. He pledged his Government's continued participation in this

exercise. ' , -.;,■■> . . ■

33 The representative of the Government of Indonesia, speaking on behalf of the Non-
Aligned Movement, said he was impressed with the comprehensiveness of the 100-Day
Action Programme. However, adequate security, he noted, was necessary for the
implementation of the Programme. He appealed to the warring factions to look beyond their
political differences and. to consider the fate of their own people and their very struggle for
survival He called on the,donor countries.;to expeditiously fulfil their commitments and
make available their pledges which were.so urgently needed without further delay. He
reminded the delegates of the expectations of the Secretary-General of the United Nations

that this meeting would initiate the process of rebuilding,a civil society in Somalia. He
therefore, called on the warring factions to muster the political will and courage to embark

on a path of national reconciliation. . ■ ■ ;, . .

34 The representative of Save the Children Fund (USA) was happy to inform the meeting
that his organization had been looking beyond purely humanitarian matters to issues of long-
term recovery and rehabilitation in Somalia along the lines of the advice of Ambassador

8



Kittani. With the support of the US Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance and encouraged

by UNDP, aprogramme.of.agricultural.reyitalization had been, initiated.. Security, remained
the: problem and hisorganization;.fayoured the idea.that a way be-found to extend protection
to the widest possible areas:. His organization.fervently:.hoped .that the developments of the;
next; weeks would lead to aniinjernational effort on an unprecedented scale, .based on wide
and comprehensive consultation.' '-■ ■ ,, . ' , ,, .

35: ■- The representative of the; Government of Israel-told .the conference that, his=:
Government and the people of his country had. decided to join the accelerated international
effort to help ease .the .plight of the:$pmali people. He informed delegates that a group of
Israeli volunteers, in cooperation;with UNHCR, intended to set up a camp for 20,000 Somali
refugees now in an area close to the Kenyan border. He reminded the-conference that his
Government welcomed any initiative to establish a secure environment by the" further
deployment of personnel' of UN0$QM which would ensure the smooth distribution ofi
emergency supplies to theSomali people. - , - • . ■ .... ,;

36; , The ,representative;.o/:the.Government of Sudan, to Somalia expressed the support of
his Government to the efforts of the. international community. He.gave a detailed.account-of
his country's relief effort-. It was his Government's position that the conference should stress
the .regional; importance* and the-political context of the Somali problem. In.his view, all
African countries' should unite to implement the resolutions of the Dakar Summit1.of the..
OAU. His country was committed to participate with the international community in finding
a solution to the Somali problem. He hoped that Ambassador Kittani would continue the good
work began by Mr.. Sahnoun and avoid all negative aspects of the programme .and ;help. the ,
Somalis in drawing up a comprehensive political system for themselves. His Government
would give Ambassador Kittani all the support he needed.- He reiterated that, in trying to
ensure security, for the .relief operations, the effort should reflect the. views of the world ■
community and be acceptable to the Somali ^people, .- ...

37..-, The-representative of the Islamic African ■ Relief Agency (IARA) informed, the
conference of his Agency's involvement in the relief activities in Somalia in collaboration,.
with United Nations and-its specialized agencies. He pledged his-Agency's continued
participation-in future rehabilitation exercises in the country/ .':.. ■ ...-■ . . ...

38. The representative of the Commission of the European Communities expressed the
concern of his Commission, over thcsuffering of the Somali people and informed the meeting

of his.Commissionrs numerous activities in the field of relief and rehabilitation in Somalia.
He further expressed concern about the hopeless security situation in the country and pledged.

his,Gommission's support for the initiatives of the Secretary-General .of the.United Nations ■
to ensure that the situation was brought under control. He further pledged.his Commission's ■:

commitment to participate in financing the relief and rehabilitation operations in Somalia and
pleaded for the cooperation of the Somalis themselves. ■ ' _,. ■. '. :

39.. The representative of the Save the Children Fund (UK) called for a focus on two
important areas in. the 100-Day'Action Programme, namely capacity building and decision-:,
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making. It was his opinion that after 50 days of the Programme, there was little evidence of
ariy-p'fogress in these areas. Management had not yet-reached the desired-level - it was poor.

He!'deplbrBdthe lack of executive authority on the ground in Somalia in the key agencies

working in the country and appealed that decision-making regarding relief operations should

be made on the ground, where the action was. ■-....

40. The Nigerian Government representative, current Chairman of the OAU Commission

of Fifteen-on-. Refugees, deplored in strong terms, the situation in Somalia which should not
be allowed tO'Continue. He appealed to the warring factibnsUn Somalia, including those that .

were not represented.at the meeting, to cooperate with the international community to stop

the carnage and restore peace. ■...;■'

41.; -The representative of CONCERN pointed out that the 100-Day Action Programme

document gave the impression that the programme was succeeding. This was not entirely

true in his view because most of the day-rations of food and medicines were looted and never
reached the intended beneficiaries. Even the type of food reaching the people was unsuitable. ■
Apart from the lack of security, one of the reasons for the programme not succeeding as
planned was that the United Nationsand its specialized agencies in Somalia were often under-
strength and sometimes employed inexperienced people. The United Nations needed more

people in'numbers and experience than it now had on the ground. His organization

welcomed the initiative of.the Secretary-General and appealed that it should move beyond the
military approach to the provision of economic packages which would help in the

rehabilitation and.recovery of local institutions and' structures. . ■

42 The representative of the International Committee'of the Red Cross (ICRC) informed;
the meeting of the large assistance programmes that his Committee had been implementing

in Somalia She regretted that ICRC activities had only been possibles the high risk of the
security of ICRC's field personnel who had been subjected to threats, pressures and
extortions She emphasized that humanitarian operations at gunpoint lost its essential
independence.and freedom of action. It was urgent that.Somalia be put in a position to start

a peaceful political, social and economic life again. In this way the Somali youths would find
possibilities of taking up useful and creative activities. Armed gangs and individuals would
also see in their lives opportunities for real and concrete alternatives to looting.

43 - The representative of UNESCO called the attention of the delegates .to the part of his;
organization's constitution which emphasized that "since wars were made in the minds ofx
men it is in the minds of men that the defence of peace must be constructed." He pointed-
out that the collapse of the Somali education system had removed the country's basic-

instrument for building ideas of peace and tolerance in the minds of its children and its-
youth In this regard, the efforts of Somali communities.aided by the international community:

is a laudable beginning. The establishment .of a UNESCO presence, in the country would:

provide a facility where Somalis and aid agencies could harmonize efforts.

44 .The representative of the Government of Djibouti deplored the security situation in
Somalia where arms were freely available to unauthorized persons. The situation needed

urgent action to preserve the territorial integrity of that country.
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45. The representative of FAO supported the initiative^ extend the Plan of Action from
relief to rehabilitation. It was his organization's position that emergency operations should
go hand in hand with' rehabilitation. This would'require the concerted effort of the-
international community which should pledge substantial support for the crop and livestock-
sectors. This would not only reduce the dependence on external food aid in remote areas but
would also provide farmers with staple food cereal supplies for the following season. '

46. The leader of the Irish delegation drew the attention of the meeting, to the fact that
halfway through the 100-Day Action Programme, 43;000 tons of food should have been
delivered toihe needy but that only 9,000 tons had been distributed. He insisted that statistics-
such asithese.could not be ignored because food delivery targets remained paramount 0ne

of theSmajor reasons had been security. In this regard, Ireland had consistently supported the
efforts of the United Nations to ensure the unhindered distribution of humanitarian assistance
He reported that his Government had agreed to a request from- the United Nations for the
supply of a transport unit to UNOSOM. This should be available next month. :

47. The representative of MUNAZAMAT AL DAWA Organization, an international
NGO based in Khartoum and working in seventeen African countries south of the Sahara in
the field of relief, informed the conference of their activities in Somalia in the area of food
distribution and other social welfare support. He added his voice to those who called forthe
return of security in the country. :

48. The representative of the Netherlands Government expressed his Government's
support for the Security Council resolution concerning an essentially police-type operation
with a humanitarian objective in Somalia. It was his Government's firm belief that such an
operation was necessary to establish minimum conditions of order, security and law in which
an effective relief and rehabilitation programme under United Nations auspices might be
executed and Somali political life be restored. It was important for the conference to address
the issues of: how the military operation could achieve its strictly military aims while at the
same time serving its humanitarian objective as well as protecting the United Nations

personnel and NGO relief workers; and how to.put an end to the current and any future
looting of food, extortion of money and threats to the lives of relief workers and the
personnel of international organizations. Those were the issues, he emphasized that the
Working Groups should address. ' . '

49. The representative of the ILO confirmed that, in consultation with UNDP in
Mogadishu, his organization would send a mission to help in the management of the Special
Public Works Programmes (SPWP) that could be launched as soon as the situation iTthe
country permitted. The ILO involvement would be stepped up as soon as.an appropriate
decision-making structure, both legal and administrative, had been set up. '

50. The representative of the Government of France pointed out that less than two months
to the end of the 100-Day Action Programme, it was regrettable to note that despite all :
efforts by the humanitarian relief personnel, the situation was worsening and'the Somali
population, still faced famine, violence and death: He then gave examples of the stockpile of
relief matenaLwhich could not be distributed as a result. His Government was among manv
others that-now-believed ^that it is time to react and refuse the: unacceptable His
Government, therefore, supported the initiatives of the Secretary-General of the United
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Nations in that direction. Only a strong,military operation could.-make it possible to achieve
that goal At the same time, sight must not be lost of the aftermath of such, an-operation. It •

was in that spirit,that his.country was participating, in the discussion currently taking place

in New.York. . ... . ■■■' :' • ■ ' '"'"."" -:i"'

.51 The representative of the Government of the United Kingdom pointed out that it was.

important for the meeting to focus on practical solutions to the key problems, particularly
how to secure and organize a strong and coherent, relief effort, of which his Government was
a staunch supporter'.. His Government had .made significant financial contributions. to

humanitarian aid for Somalia. It was his position that increased security was essential and the
discussions in New York in this regard were welcome and. he hoped for a successful
conclusion very soon. . Security operations, in his view, must be accompanied by the
rebuilding of a civil administration and by political reconciliation. His Government .would
support such a process.. He then called for a concerted effort to seek a .way forward,to help

the Somali people to rebuild their once proud country. , .

Main issues arising from the session • ■. ,

52. The main thrust of the discussions of the opening plenary;session were centered

around the following issues:

(a). The range, coverage and efficacy of the operations carried out within the

framework of the 100-Day Action Programme;

(b) The need, to go beyond the present programme in terms of time horizon and

. content; . ■ - " ■ ■

(c) , The need for security, arrangements to underpin humanitarian assistance;

(d) The political and regional context of the Somali conflict;

(e) The need for the Somali people to be closely associated with and effectively
take pan in and provide the necessary environment for United Nations

action in their country; ,

(f) The need, for an enhanced and enlightened role for,the International

, Community led by the United Nations in the Somali exercise. . ..*,...

53. The above issues are highlightedbelow seriatim. . .-'-.■

The status of the. 100-Day Artinn Programme -. . ' ' ■ . ', *

54 The opening statements and .subsequent presentations took stock of the achievements

and limitations of the 100-Day Action Programme. It was observed that while considerable
efforts and some tangible results were made, there was scope for improved performance but
for the difficulties arising from the lack of adequate security arrangements. Some
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delegations, however, complained about the lack of coordination "among the" 'relief
organizations, lack of experienced personnel and sometimes the poor quality of the food
component of the relief programme. This notwithstanding, a number of delegations insisted

on the need to overcome these and other handicaps and pledged more support. They'also
appealed to the international community to fulfil their commitments and deliver their pledged

assistance. There was also a call for a more even geographical coverage of the relief

operations. Attention was drawn to the meagre rehabilitation component of the assistance

provided and the inadequacy of the effort being made to ensure the revival of economic
activity in the country. Some participants proposed the redrientation 6f a significant part of

the relief assistance to help, engender conditions conducive'to the reduction of dependence
on external food aid through the provision of farm" inputs, and monetization. The meeting
was also reminded that the focus of the humanitarian programme should go'beyond relief

efforts to assistance in prompting the process of national reconciliation' in the country.-

. ■ " . ■ , \ - _. , - , •. i ■ '

The need to go beyond the present programme "'' ' - " "*'* ' • i'" '■• •.-. •

55. The participants observed, with concern, the paucity of the1 rehabilitation1 component
under the 100-Day Action Programme. Despite appeals for $US 11.7 million for the
rehabilitation efforts in Somali^"pledges"fromdbriors were- limited:'[The international

community was therefore.called upon to embarlcupori, with immediate effect, activities for
rehabilitation and reconstruction to bring back law, order and social and economic
development in Somalia. ' *' .-....- , .... .. .

The need for security arrangements

56. The participants were in no doubt asto the very serious arid'deteriorating security
situation in Somalia and its negative impact on humanitarian assistance and the social fabric
of the Somali "society. ' '' * il ' * :" "; - '■''•'- > . ■

57. The meeting accepted the importance of deploying humanitarian protection forces in
Somalia as a vital prerequisite' for the effective delivery of humanitarian assistance'to "the
population in need in'the country. It was the consensus; view that the United States-led

multinational forceY should also focus on the protection ot" key installations sucrfas ports,
airports, overland routes, and guarantee the safety and security of the international and

Somali aid workers, as well as participate in the rehabilitation of the infrastructure. It was
the duty of the international community and all Somalis to seize on this opportunity as a
major instrument to restore peace, stability and development in Somalia. However, caution

was voiced regarding the . new role of the United Nations stressing that it must respect the
values and sovereignty of the Somali people.

The political and regional context of the Somali conflict

58. Some participants emphasized the political nature of the Somali conflict and therefore
urged that this dimension should be at the centre of efforts to restore normalcy to Somalia
It was also deemed important to insulate neighbouring countries from the possible security
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and refugee spillovers as a result of the present United Nations-sponsored security
™emems Within this context, all concerned parties involved in the Somah operation
wereS upon to give priority to the interests of the people of Somalia and the terr.tonal
integrity of their country, and to regional peace and secunty in the Horn of Africa.

invoW™™'
the Somali peonle in the, humanitarian and rehabilitation effort:

59 Participants perceived an enhanced role for the Somali people themselves in.
implementing the 100-Day Programme and. in \he activities leading to the restoration o

ZS.toU,«r country. The meeting appealed to all Somalis to look beyond their poha«d
different and consider the fate of their people and the future of the.r country. Also there
is need for them to effectively take part in and prov.de the environment for the United
Nations programme to succeed by displaying maximum restraint and ensuring the safety and
seSty of the emergency relief supplies and the international and national relief worker*
S should be seen and indeed enabled to do so. There is cons.derable scope for increased
Zf of Somali human and technical capacity both within and outs.de the country in the
Implementation of the. remaining components, of the 100-Day Action Programme.

60
Representatives of eight political parties and Somali women, in separate statements
their support for the United Nations-sponsored arrangements for Somalia and

poSdtheir collaboration in making them a success. They called on the interna .onal
SbSdies to increasingly involve local NGOs and intellectuals m the.r humanitarian
programmes. They also called on the meeting to assist with convening a conference for
national reconciliation and reconstruction to be held in Somalia.

61 The leading role of the United Nations was appreciated. The organization was
encouraged to sustain and enhance its activities to deliver Somalia with the strong support
of *e international community, to stability and development To this effect there were calls
for increased humanitarian assistance and coordination of the relief operations. The relief
operations must also be accompanied by a long-term rehabilitation and reconstruction

programme, initially under the auspices of United Nations while the security measures are

still in place. -..-.■•...
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III. PROCEEDINGS OF WORKING GROUP'I ON THE-100-DAY ACTION
PROGRAMME , -,.

62. Working Group I-was charged with the responsibility of reviewing the results of the

100-Day Action Programme,'with' emphasis on identifying the accomplishments and
impediments to'progress and the work that-should be done during the remaining period of

the Programme-: The Group was also charged with the formulation of apian for relief and.
rehabilitation work in Somalia for 1993. ' ' •' . •■■ - .

63. The work of the Group was largely based on a document entitled "Review, of the
100-Day Action Programme and Beyond: Key Issues.for Somalia" which constituted the key
document'of the meeting. " •'■ • • ■■ • .• , .

64. The main conclusion of the document is that while some progress had been made
during the first138 days of the programme's implementation, it was evident that some'of the'

immediate needs of the Somalis;were not being met/ as targeted deliveries,into and,
distribution within the country had not been achieved. ... . -,:;,■

65. ; The lack of adequate security was identified as the major single impediment to the
provision of adequate quantities of the humanitarian assistance initially envisaged in the 100- >
Day-Programme. ' " ■' < . .. ■ < ■ '.-.(- ,. ■ . . ...

66." Eight key issues highlighted in the document, namely: food aid;--supplementary.,
feeding; basic heath services;' water, hygiene and sanitation; shelter materials, blankets and
clothing; seeds, tools and animal vaccines; cross-border operations; and restoration of civil.,
society and institution building were considered by the Group.

67. In opening the session, the Chairman of the Working Group-observed that: the-
implementation of the 100-Day Programme had explicitly noted the availability of a security
environment in Somalia. The'non-realization of-this expectation^ h'as;slowed.-down-the rate
of implementation. In reviewing'the programme; he then requested participants to,make .
contributions in'the following'areas:' •■■■]- . 7 •,,..,,:. .;

■ i --■■-..• . . *

.'. Food aid/Supplementary feeding; J - ■ ■:

"-' ■ Basic health services/Water, sanitation and hygiene; -■="■■ . ... ..
Shelter materials, blankets/ and clothing;' > ..... .. .,

Seed, tools, and animal vaccines;

' Cross-border operations;"''t'---- ■ •' ., , ':.....-:
"'■ Restoration of civil society and institution buildine ■■■■'■ ■ ■

'" -' ■•, ■■ ■■-. ■ > ■■ ■■■ -i.s ■ ■ -' , ,r. " ..." .. ./' ": '

■"'* '>v<" * '■' "*'■' ■ ■■ -■■ '-'-■ •• - ''■'■'»•' ■ ■-. - -'^ ■-..'.r.--V-
Food aid/Supplementary feeding iw-r-.,, , .'"

68:.-. ;X|ie group noted that-.the massive-infusion of food aid: into thecountrV was.being1
carried out on the basis of the four-regional classifications used byUNOSOM- (Nofth-East ■
Nprth-West, Central and ■.Southern). It was stressed: that some of the regions -(e' g -North-'
East) had received less-attention in this regard as emphasis was-being-placed on the" more
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needy regions; (eg. Southern) with a high, incidence^, death by starvation .resulting from,,
nutritional deficiency. •..'•• v >;.;i ■'•>':

69 • A representative of. the North-East region pointed out that close to.lQOO Somali,
refugees fronv.teothw three regions had moved into the.North-East region.and many had,
died Consequently, there,was -a-case to ^attention .to the reg.on in implementing.the .
programme -The WFP representative then, noted that although the, North.-hast region was;.

difficult to operate from, circumstances had since changed. Office?.had been.set up and the
Elders/Community Leaders had been consulted. It was hoped .hat the expected ass.stance
to the region would commence from January 1993. ...-.■ ■■ . ■'

70 " In the case'of the North-West region, it was noted that despite, several attempts,

protracted peace negotiations had delayed early intervention by WFP/UNICEF.

71 ■■ It was also pointed.out that there was a need to balance the provision of.free food .to
the-needy and the monetization of the local economy .through the,sale,ot food so,as to

encourage local food production. : • ' ■ '

72 A fundamental issue was then raised by the Elders/Community Leaders about the need .
to involve educated Somalis-in the-formulation and implementation of programme^for the
balance of the plan and beyond. In this regard, they strongly supported as a first vital step^
^disarmament of the population as a prerequisite for better distnbubon of food
a/supplementary feeding and other items. It was agreed that the United Nations (w.th the

^volvement of the Elders/Community Leaders) should coordinate such,a disarmament
process. •■...■

Basic health services/Water, sanitation and hygiene

73 "-:- It was stressed that there exist peaceful areas in. the country; the programme should
therefore cover the whole country including those areas where there was peace as there had
beTno visits to some of these areas. The present aid is neither planned nor coordinated,
fus prov'L in an ad hoc basis. In particular, the lack of coordination, between local and
nternational NGOs in the provision of basic health services in the region^was noted and
yet such coordination (among Somali leadership, United Nations, NGOs,. i.temauonal
community, etc.) was vital to the success of the. programme. ■ , ,:

74 In this regard, the Elders/Community Leaders noted that the staff of .the international
NGOs were rather young, inexperienced and did npt always consult them. .They also pointed
out thaUhe piecemeal approach to the provision of health services was .nappropna e. A
compreUnsivPrapproachP(with possible utilization of educated and qualified Somahs) was,
therefore, suggested for the future. •. ■■ - - ■ ••. ' ■ ' -

75 . ; Some Elders/Community Leaders noted the absence in the programme; of projects for
wells agriculture and other amenities in the Central region which is largely pastoral and
needed more .water for the dying cattle/animals. It was also pointed put that the region had.
nof.Seived.food, medicines and- other, prov.sions. Food d.stnbutionseems to have been
co coated around Mogad.shu. They then suggested that adequate cons.deration be g.ven
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to these problem areas in the balance of the programme and beyond.'' The'rieed to consider"
as a priority, the provision of water for Mogadishu was also emphasized. '/y''-

76. For this purpose, there was a need for a comprehensive approach'to health'delivery
covering both humans and livestock. ,Jhere,was,also. need.to. involve the readily available
Somali health personnel in refugee camps. A bigger consultative committee" thin the present
group of nine people, that includes consultation and participation of Eiders/Community
Leaders as well-as the. educated Somaiis was. advocated,. Most, of the educated Somalis are
returnees who-wouldilikeAo participatejn nationalVeconstrUctibn^ ' " ' ' "' ''"''"

Shelter materials, blankets and clothing -

77. The representative from the North-East' region'pom teif'out that,'because of the
massive immigration of refugees from .other, regions, all public,spaces (ie. schools, offices
etc.) had been used as temporary shelter. By implication/schools, for example, could not
be reopened m the North-East region. Additionally, no blankets had ever b'een distributed
in the-region, .It.was.pointed ;out that the needs for, shelter differed from region to region

Seeds,.tools and animal, vaccines
'ill

78. A community leader noted that delivery of appropriate types'and quantities'of seeds
was -ill-timed due largely tQ.Iack.ipf consultatioa-with the relevant .professionals in the field.

"Cross-border operations . '-

79. With the impending improvement in security conditions''in'the "'country' it was
emphasized that neighbouring countries should not be used as 'hide-outs' for cross-border
operations into the country. As an incentive for disarming,, there should be proyision (within

the programme) for employment opportunities for the youths' '" I:" '*'''ftl'''t:"' "A

Restoration of civil society and institution building /

80. Too much emphasis,was placed (in the.programme) on.the restoration of the police
force at the expense of local government institutions. There was need to1 proVidW forifie
training of youths and their participation in civil works and other local institutions. The local
NGOs should also be involved in the task of restoring the civil society, the^prografnme^o

.-ignored the development of.local.institutions (ie. hospitals, schools,,etc.) However while

.this could be.planned, it could not be implemented within'the 100-Day Action Programme
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group:

81. The Worktng Group felt that the following were the key issues to be resolved by the

how do we resettle farm families in order to reinstate local food productions?

^ can we assist pastoratists to' obtain the .{needing- stock'necessary^ to; re-establish
r herds?'; ■ " ;\ / ' " ' ■..,'-,

of January 1993?

How do we secure input from Somali leaderstup into, the aeons envisioned within
the remaining portion of the 100-Day Action Programme? ^ _ .

'■■'■'> -How do we secure the trucks necessary; ,6 move' food throughout the rural areas of
Somalia?'" '. . . ' ,'' .-'. . ' '. ._', ,- "'-,..

' '-how do wesecure the mdnitoring'systems- needed to asses, nutritional deficiencies
and local food production to plan for the food needs for 1993?

How do we improve the road network including mine clearance, bridge buildingand

road maintenance? ^ ..,.:.-■.,■ ; '.• . .-.

" -: ' How do We ensure maximum employment opportunities?1 • -..■'■'

they seek to assist? , ... . ,..-.,: ,-_., ■■■

Recommendations of the Group ,. , :

82. The following recommendations were made concerning the key questions raised

above: . , v> j ,r -. ,-, t ..-;-,.•-..».-.> ..- , ;■■ ;-i= '.,-■• .:■£

■H^» Hrf J^. rattle farmifamiliesJrLorder- to Hnstare local food -pjoductjoD?- '

'.-.."' ^ ■-'''■■'•■■ J ': i: ' ■ ' ■ "" ':s"'u '■■'" '' ' ;
pprnmmendations: . . 4 ._ . -\. r,-.: --,-.

'''■.,. ,-,.:« tUa u^ipt wpin to■ Hawa and Dolo to
-i.- •' r^'v-A ! Focus resettlement assistance in tne oeiei wcm uj iianw

- ''- - ■ ^ Gobwein areas whichare irrigated: Also concentrate assistance in the Zela
1 to BeletWein (Bay Buccor) area which is ram-fed.

(b) Provide seeds and tools to farmers.
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. , , (c). , ^Ensure: that ..the provision of free food does not become a disincentive to

. ,.■ ... loc^al food,prqduction. ',.. ' '.'."

(d) Donor Governments and NGOs. should purchase locally produced grains for

distribution within free food programmes. ■ L

■■■ ^ ■ - - v ■■■ ■■ ■ 'J1- - - -. ■■(.■■■ ■ - • -r- .
How can we assist pastoralists to obtain the breeding stock necessary to re-establish their

herds. What assistance can be provided to the fishing community?

Recommendations:

...,- .. (a), The minimum stocking levels should be as follows:

Goats 30-50 head "'" ' ' '
,,v- , ; Sheep ., 30-50 : -

-,, . . . .Camels, ,10_

" ^,". ' ^Cattle "' '_7i r '"\r ' *'". ; /_' .'^'" ^ v

(b) , Animals for renewing livestock should be purchased in the country.

;;,.. ,(c) Fishing.families should be assisted.to obtain fishing equipment, nets, boats
and cool storage systems. ' ■■■'<-•>.'•■■ . ■ i

■■'■•, j ■■■ - ■ -.■ - ■ ■

How does UNOSOM promote and secure the input of Somali leadership into the planning

process for the 1993 rehabilitation plan which needs to be ready by the end of January 1993?

Recommendations: ,,. . , ' [ * '

.(a) .-There is a.need to fully .involve the Somali leadership inthe planning of the

1993 rehabilitation plan and the definition of .leadership should be very

broad so as to include local, community and religious leaders,

professionals, women and youth.

•■".;-. : :v v. ,Wmle. indicating that time, was needed for them to formulate a detailed
common position, the Somali leaders'attending the meeting agreed on the

following broad approach in principle "for their'input into the planning
process: ...

.' :-: (i). .Establishing of local task force groups oY committees that would

.../;.. ■ ■.. / .■ first'consider and articulate their respective local'level inputs and
. .activities prior to/, meeting with .the United Nations and its

. -. -,' . ■ . .specialized agencies; »•--..

;■■ . - (») . Establishment of. regional task force, or,committees that would

consolidate the local inputs into ,a"cb6rdinated"regional plan for
discussion with the United'Nations and its specialized agencies.
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■ It was emphasized that the broad leadership indicated above woiild be

involved at both the local and regional levels in the preparation of the input.

(b) The Group stressed that for the "exercise to succeed, serious consideration

must be given to the following issues:

(i) The United Nations must evolve new working relationships with

" ' •*■ the Somali leaders;; . " -^--' ■■

(ii) Information on the working of the United Nations should be

available;

(iii) the capacity of the United Nations should be augmented to be able

to cover the entire country;

* (iv) The use by the United Nations/its; specialized agencies and
intergovernmental organizations of national professionals and other

experts should be vigorously pursued, i.e., encouragement through
incentive programmes of the return of professional refugees outside

" ' ■•" :r Somalia and utilization of those in refugee camps in the country;

' (v) Emphasis on regional planning based on the coordination of local

plans;

(vi) The need for and modalities of local resource mobilization to

supplement external resources; -!

(vii) Reconsideration by UNOSOM of who is a leader, the role of

community leaders and women;

; : V T (yiii) The; creation of a conducive atmosphere to work in collaboration
■; : \ with local organizations;

(ix) The inclusion of resource allocation in the rehabilitation plan; and

-■■?■'•■ '■ ■"■ (X) fhe fact that the United Nations and donors can and should play

:: a catalytic role" it . .

(c) Both the 100-day and post-100-day rehabilitation plans are short-term

operations. There is need for a longer-term plan for Somalia's recovery

;>" '■ and reconstruction, 'it was, therefore, suggested that the Economic
" ' ; Commission for Africa should play a key role in urgently establishing a task

'■'" ' "'' force to carry out a socio-economic survey of Somalia as a precondition for
reconstruction and development of the nation. In view of the implications

of the crisis in Somalia on neighbouring countries, it was also suggested
, that ECA should set up a mechanism to set up a comprehensive regional

plan for the Horn of Africa. ....
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How do we secure inout from Somali leadership in the actions envisioned within 'th
remaining portion of the 100-Day Action Programme? : 2 .

Recommendation: ~' ' "- ' " ' ; -..],.-. .

The group feit that some of the recommendations' made above for the involvement of
the Somali leadership in the planning of the 1993 rehabilitation plan were also applicable for
their involvement in actions for the remaining portion of the 100-Day Action Programme

How do we secure the truck's necessary to move food throughout the rural arp.^ nf

Recommendation: " - [ ■ ., • . ; .. _ ._ ...,

r

It was acknowledged that the present trucking capacity is insufficient in both quality
and quantity for long haul trucking. The Somali fleet in Mogadishu can, at most only
handle Mogadishu.City. ~ :. ' " - . ■• •' .■* . .;- _ ,.'.;-;

A combination of the following options were recommended:

•-' ■•■'. :(a) Encourage WFP to explore the option of transferring a 100-truck unit to
:. .,. Somalia. . ' * . " ■■;,..-- . ..

(b) Explore with donors a lease/sale plan that would convey ownership of the
trucks to Somali truckers with a commitment to work off the cost of the

• , . truck by the movement of humanitarian food (100 trucks envisioned).

(c) Thejeast.popular option; but not to be dismissed is to approach donors for
a separate unit of new trucks. A management unit'would be required to
oversee the interface between the trucking operation and the military to run

■ ■ '■': '■;■-—:.:.,..;•;..-: convoy protection. , ,

V ■■ '-■?*;' >••■"■■ ■ .--..■■...■... -.,>. ..■■ -..- './..■'. ■ "--'■-'':■'■ . ■■■■*■ ■? --.:.; ■■^

(d) Explore the potential of helping Somali truckeflrejiairand^refurBish'.their
trucks. This could be useful especially in remote rural areas where
transport from central points to distribution areas is required: ■■ •-- "j
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pRr-nmmendations:

(a)

remote, previously inaccessible areas.

(„) . . Recommend that FAO handle domestic food production assessments and
continuous monitoring.M - >; ., ;. '<-:■. . ; :,-

(C); Examine the issue of a guaranteed purchase price for' unmilled grains,

(d)

(e) Promote regional clustering in order to monitor nutritional standards and
food production at regional level.

iiHintr and road
th^oMnstwoiV inrlurii

i^Vm^nt opportunities?
maintenance? SiQW

Ptynmmendations:

(a)
^uipment and Bai.e,

bridges.

(b)

: basis. The EEC has pledged its support in this area.

r^*»c qnH rp.fiponsibilities

In

(a)

:

Clarify the roles and relationships between Somali and international NGOs:

Bv improving the quality/access of information on NGOs. Prepare'
Ks at The zonal level) NGO profiles or d.rectones wh.ch
SL each NGO s background, mandate, objectives, projects,
areas of operation, competence, etc;
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(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vii)

By..convemng seminar/s (perhaps in:each zone) to gather together
national and international NGOs, United Nations" and its specialized

;.agencies and local government authorities to discuss the role of

national NGOs, their strengths arid weaknesses, and needs The
outcome of meetings should be an action plan designed to promote
the role of national NGOs;

By convening regular meetings to/share information on NGO
activities, report on projects progress,'identify areas of mutual
concern for mutual action,etc; ' ' ' . ' '

i ' ■ ■■ ■

By identifying and responding to critical capacity building needs of
• national NGOs, especially in areas.of project development and

proposal preparation, accounting and projects .management and
.reporting. , Different strategies should'be tried and evaluated*
training, technical assistance, "twinning" approaches, development
of generic guides, etc; ' ■■■-.-

., By encouraging local NGOs to establish NGO consortiums at the':''
sub-national level;

United Nations, its specialized agencies and 'international NGOs
should respond more readily to arid beless dismissive of proposals
presented by national NGOs.. In the initial stages'of such a new

. relationship, the funding/supporting agencies will need to shoulder
greater risks for project success! The experience will pay off in
time. ' " ■■".'- ■

■' ■■■•■"" ".. - ' . .'■■,'

By setting in place systems to register NGOs. Basic criteria and
standards for registration .should be established and applied;

By clarifying mandates, interests and comparative advantages of
United Nations, its specialized agencies, international and national
NGOs, and base agreement of cooperation on comparative
.advantage; # \ ' ' ■■■• •• ■ ■

.To support the above initiatives international NGOs the United
.Nations and its specialized agencies will need tb'ensJre'that their
decision-making is decentralized to' enable their timely response

, and presence,to support local NGO initiatives: .This reiationship
needs to be encouraged and supported. This will require a
committed and longer-term presence. ' ' . ■
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(b) Clarify the relationship between NGOs and UNOSOM as follows:

The working group agreed that, in' the absence of a national
government or authority, UNOSOM should fulfil this task at the
national (where this is at all practical or possible) and zonal levels
(more feasible and.desirable with the potential to be effective).

- In fulfilling this role, it was stressed that the role of UNOSOM
would not be to coordinate (direct, control, manage) but to
facilitate cooperation, information sharing and joint NGO actions.
In doing so, UNOSOM would perform a critical role in
networking, convening meetings and training programmes

providing capacity building support, assisting in the review and
■ fmalization of project proposals and perhaps act as a conduit for

decentralized project management and funds disbursement for
agencies/donors not locally represented, etc.

(C) Clarify the relationships between NGOs, the United Nations and its
( } specialized agencies and the United Nations Military Mission as follows.

The military mission was generally welcomed by the working group It
wat aTso evident that very little is yet known on the spec.fics of the mission
?„tems of duration, locations, manner of deployment, nature of acUv.t e
to be performed by the military, etc. It was strongly recommended by the
group that this "information needs to be disseminatedwidely and
immediately through elders, political organizations, radio and local NGOs.

It was also apparent that the effectiveness of the military intervention will
dirluy reflea the level of involvement of NGOs, the United Nations and
Specialized agencies in defining priorities for acOon. To provide this,
it was strongly recommended that: .;;._

; fit ■ UNOSOM's mandate to act asVl "Ihe;■ in^rface between
■- relief/rehabilitation agencies/NGOs be reaffirmed, and steps taken

to ensure that UNOSOM has the capacity to perform this task.

■'■ (ii) Briefings need to bearranged immediately;&,the Security Force
on the activities, areas of involvement and needs of the United
Nations, its specialized agencies and NGOs working within

" : Somalia. A small working group comprising key United Nauons
officials and international and national NGOs should be formed to

work with UNOSOM on this.

(Hi) Regular meetings (daily to start with) should be held involving this
task force to enable the briefing and debriefing of all parties on

progress, plans and constraints, etc.
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.. (iv) V United Nations,-.its specialized-.agencies and NGOs, need to.

assemble rapid assessment team to conduct needs assessment'

missions with the United Nations security* force. This will serve

-. to better brief military personnel and provide the United Nations,

its specialized agencies and NGOs with access to priority areas or

1 ■ areas previously inaccessible or not visited.
r. I

: -■. t

■ i ■ ■ ■ <
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IV. PROCEEDINGS OF WORKING GROUP II ON HUMANITARIAN ACCESS
AND SECURITY

Overview of humanitarian access and southern security in Somalia

teasel
maintained.

85. The four main issues
addressed by the Working Group included the followmg:

Principles of humanitarian assistance;

Access;

Security;
New environment for humanitarian assistance.

building national consensus on key issues.

87 Peoole in the North of Somalia are also in need of aid. The area is relatively safe and

provision of some equipment.

88 There is still respect for traditional values and all attempts should be made to use the
elders to enable people to return to do useful work.
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89. A persistent question by the NGOs-was how the Somali leaders arid elders present
were going to implement peace at home so as to permit the delivery of humanitarian relief.
How would the elders assist in disarming the looting groups? Are the elders in a position
to discipline the looters ?

90-. .The role of the "technicals", when the peace-keeping troops come into Somalia was
aiscussecj. ^The consensus-was that those.whd currently guard someof the NGOs should at
all cost be prevented from, clashing with the peace-keepmg troops: Efforts should be made
to integrate them into the future security forces of Somalia. Otherwise, they could simply

run into the bush and eventually become an even bigger threat to the population once the
peace-keeping forces leave: ^Finding gainful'employment for these young men would
eliminate threats and harassmfent of the relief workers, in the future.

91. The issue of neutrality of the'NGOs was raised and how it could be dealt with under
such unstable conditions: Participants also raised, the issue of accountability for aid given to
Somalia; its appropriateness to the needs of the people, and the practical implications of such
aid. . .-> . ^ ■ ■ . j

"92: the need for continued relief efforts1 even in Wfaceof security problems was
emphasized. The Somalis/however, have to be consulted with respect to the relief activities
under such circumstances. It was pointed out that the non-Somali NGOs appeared to be
more vulnerable to looting than the Somali NGOs! It was, therefore, suggested'that the
international NGOs should work in close partnership with their Somali counterparts.

93. It was observed that looting and lawlessness appear to be prevalent in Mogadishu
because of the numerous NGOs there, which sometimes duplicate activities, and attract young
people to work in the feeding centres. These young men sometimes loot the food for their
families who live in Mogadishu. It was, therefore, suggested that the NGOs should diversify
but integrate their activities around the country to greatly reduce this" problem1'

94., 'irwas pointed out that attention'should be paid:ito the type of relief food'beine
offered. High value food such'as sugar usually disappears fast. The local traderscould
serve as an important food distribution channel, since they are well' connected in the
community.

95 It was-obseryed thatthe NGDs that are active in Somalia may, in some1 cases be
dealing with the wrong groups and using the wrong tacticssuchas paying cash' &r security
The importance of dealing with the right people such as the local elan leaders; fronVthe'onset
was emphasized. The problems of extortion would be minimized since" these leaded know
who the looters are.

96 The Somali participants emphasized the crucial importance of local human resources
such as the elders, intellectuals and local NGOs in ensuring access. In some areas such as
uii the Northern region, where elders took this responsibility into their hands, the distribution
of food to the people appears to be proceeding more smoothly.
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97. Some concern was raised about the probable involvement of businessmen and traders

in the stealing of food. , . . . , . . ......

Security

98. It was generally accepted that given the current chaotic situation in Somalia, there was

really no'option than for a peace-keeping force to come into the country so as make it

possible for humanitarian relief efforts to reach'those most in need. '

99. Regarding the disarming of civilians, it was agreed that it was essential for the
"technicals" and other young men to be disarmed. In this regard, however, there should be
coordination of activities at all levels and in all sectors. Furthermore, the mobility of the
looters should be eliminated, and heavy and light weapons should be.confiscated. The

involvement of the elders, local authorities, NGOs, and the International Community in this
effort was considered important; The exercise could benefit from, the experiences of

countries such as Ethiopia.

100. On the question.of what to do with the disarmed youths it was agreed that a

rehabilitation programme was needed to train them to be, useful citizens.

New environment for humanitarian assistance ,

101." The Group agreed that because of the initiative of the Security Council, it will be
possible, to secure the warehouses and enable food and relief aid to reach the needy without

extortion. ( ,-■-,..

102 In as far as the use of force is concerned, it was agreed that it should first be
deployed to secure the ports, airports, key installations, roads and transport corridors to
assure safe passage of food and other supplies. There should also be protection for the
convoys of Somali aid workers carrying the supplies to the beneficiaries and the vulnerable

groups.

103. The coordination of the activities should be effected with the direct involvement of

the Somalis who will ultimately be responsible for peace in their country when the peace-

keeping forces depart. , , , ,..,,

104 The peacemaking activities of the Forces was also emphasized. It was suggested that

Somalis should also participate in the peacemaking efforts of the Forces. This,should take
the form of the reconstruction of infrastructure and a re-establishment of an equitable political
system. The ultimate responsibility rests with the Somalis since'it is the future of their

country which is at stake. , , ■ : - .
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Recommendations of the Group ■

Principles of humanitarian assistance ' ',"'"-

(a) . Universality.of assistance to all Somalia: assistance should reach everyone

in need, wherever they are and regardless of who is in charge;

(b) Corridors of peace should be established;'

■ \.:L\:.;

(c) Accountability for handling assistance arid respect for the process;

(d) Respect for the sanctity of life and property;

... (e) . Elimination of.all practices of extortion, threats and intimidation in the

performance of humanitarian activities;

(f) Division of responsibility for maintaining the principles.

Access

(a) Access to humanitarian assistance is a fundamental human right;

(b) Access to the most-affected areas/populations;

(c) Free access to ports and airports which are in the lifeline and indispensable

to effective delivery of humanitarian assistance to Somalia, i.e. Kismayo,
Mogadishu, Berbera and Bosasso;

(d) Safety of corridors, routes, warehouses and distribution centres;

(e) Division of responsibilities for securing access.

Security

(a) Security as a prerequisite for the delivery of humanitarian assistance;

(b) Types of insecurity :

(i) Installations, ports, airports and operation cites;

(ii) Life and property;

(iii) Insecurity to the disadvantage and vulnerable groups.

(c) Alternative programmes for armed youth, e.g., confiscation of arms,
promotion of peace education;

(d) Division of responsibilities for assuring security.
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New environment for humanitarian assistance

(a) Peacemaking phase

(i) Intervention for humanitarian protection;

■ (ii) Priority and scope of relief/rehabilitation programmes;

(iii) Proposal for use of humanitarian protection force;

(iv) Consultations and involvement of Somalis;
(v) Coordination and division of responsibilities;

(vi) Interface with the next phase..

(b) Peace-keeping phase

(i) Efforts at national reconciliation;

(ii) Extensive consultations with all segments of the Somali society;

(iii) Re-establishment of civil society and public institutions;
(iv) Division of responsibilities for peace-keeping, reconstruction and

recovery.
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■'.'105.":; The Chairmen of the two Working Groups presented[the reports and .recommendations

of their groups (see sections III and IV for details). ' ■;^>;.. .;^.- , „>.;.,.

■-'106. Intheir:closing'statement,«the Co^Chairmen of the.meeting paid tribute tothe various

;ibodiesan'd;,Governments.present.for the success of. the .meeting., They emphasized;.that;!their

; presences, the meeting was'a-.-testimony-to the international solidarity .withtfie^people^of

'Somalia-/ The meeting,: they.maintained, had met three challenges, namely: ;.(a)/:serying'.the

cause of humanitarian by taking one of the major initiatives in the history of humanitarian

affairs; (b) laying the foundation for a future for Somalia beyond emergency relief; and (c)

underpinning, the role of-'the-.United Nations in leading and coordinating the 100-Day Action

Programme for Somalia. They admitted that all the well-meaning efforts notwithstanding,

the Programme represented only, partial success and stressed the need for a generous and

prompt support of the international community if it is fully to succeed. The Action

Programme, they emphasized, "demands a wide resource mobilization of unusual urgency".

107. Mr. Layashi Yaker, the Executive Secretary of ECA reemphasized ECA's readiness

to play a leadership role in the preparation of a master plan for Somalia's rehabilitation and

reconstruction. He also stressed the need to go beyond relief to the wider realm of multi-

sectoral development in both Somalia and in the countries of the Horn of Africa.

108. The closing session of the Meeting was also addressed by Mr. Mohamed Musse,

Chairman of the Somali Salvation Democratic Front on behalf of and representing the Somali

political movements, traditional community leaders and NGOs. In their joint declaration, the

group fully supported the decision of the Security Council to dispatch a humanitarian

protection force to Somalia; called for an immediate cease-fire, and the convening of a

conference on national reconciliation under United Nations auspices.

109. The closing session was also addressed by a representative of the Somali women

participants at the Conference. Speaking on their behalf, she reiterated the appeal by the

Somali political and community leaders and called on all Somali women to support and

promote the unity and reconciliation of the Somali people.

110. The closing session was also addressed by the representatives of Switzerland, Sweden

and the United Kingdom who all expressed full support for the United Nations action in

Somalia. The representative of the United Kingdom informed the meeting of a new pledge

by his Government of sum of £4.5 million in support of ongoing relief and rehabilitation

efforts in Somalia.

Statements of support for the United Nations and appeal for extra security arrangements

111. The closing session was also addressed by H.E. Dr. Abdulmejid Hussein, Ethiopia's

Minister of External Economic Cooperation who strongly supported the United Nations-

sponsored security arrangements in Somalia. He, however, warned of a possible spill-over

from these operations into his country in the form of refugees and possibly military
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personnel. He said that his Government would not allow any armed Somali group to cross

the border into Ethiopia at a time when his country was recuperating from a long civil .war

and would not tolerate the instability of Somalia to be transported to Ethiopia. He also

inforrnedrth'e meeting that his country was no longer in a position to accommodate more

Somali refugees. ■■ ■ * --■ " *-J ■t-ii''' "'

112:' The representative of Kenya supported !the position, of Ethiopia and stressed-.-his

Government's ;decisiori: not to allow armed-groups to cross the border into'Kenya and

■particularly'appealed to the United Nations to contain such armed groups within Somalia^and

revealed that assistance may be required by his country to monitor its.extensive borders with

'Somalia^' "" '■ ■ -:■ ■■ t-. r, .. :.\. '- - - . ,;...-r ;■.--;.:;

113. The representative of Egypt supported the stands of both Ethiopia arid Kenya. ■ -..<

■■■ p/:,;.

'' ''. '■' .'"''• ■' *;i;iy
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE MEETING L

Major conference issues and conclusions . f

114. . The tragedy of.Somalia has gripped the attention of the world. To many, Somalia
-represents a landmark of/modern anarchy, a catalogue of'social collapse," lawlessness
violence anti extorfion..:i,AHhough some regions of Somalia, through the efforts of Hhe
regional .leaders, have achieved some stability and.have been spared the worst ravagesVthe
crisis,, millions.of .Somalis, principally' the poorest, have been pushed to. the brink of
starvation and death from maJnutrition-related disease.' Hundreds of thousands have been
displaced within their own country, and around one million have sought refuge'm

■ neighbouring countries. ...

115. Out of the depth of chaos and despair may 'well arise hope and 'recovery ' The
participants in, the Secpnd Coordination Meeting, on Humanitarian Assistance for Somalia
reaffirmed their,commitment.to accelerating emergency assistance and the rebuilding of the
Somali, society-. . ' .,'.-■ .-_••-■ , ./,-.. ■,. ,,. ... . .

■••■■■- L- .. ■; . ■..•;■: -M -. .-. ;. ■-.-• . .

1.16,. Such aspirations are ultimately in the hands of the Somali people. The international
community has reiterated, its, commitment to/assist with materials and technical assistance
,but,aid willnever supplant the vital component of commitment,' determination, goodwill and
energy of the people of Somalia and vision by Somali leaders. u ' "/' ''" " '

117.. , The following is a summary of the general, conclusions that resulted from the.meeting. '

Humanitanan access and security ' ' ■ :-

118. All participants accepted the internationally recognized principles governing the
provision of humanitanan assistance to emergency-affected peoples. These principles include
.the right.of humanitanan access to affected populations, the impartiality and neutrality of
humanitarian assistance and the responsibility, of all who purport> be" in a position of
authontyor governance to guarantee free and unencumbered movement of relief personnel
supplies.and.materials to targeted relief^beneficiaries. ' "-•■■■-•: : ■ ■ ••■- v

.': ' ■'. ;■■ ■ • ■ . ' :. '"'■'-'■ '■■"■;;- -'■- ■''■' '; -

119. It was agreed that security is a vital prerequisite for' any meaningful delivery of
assistance to Somalia.. In the light of the continuing disruption of relief operations in many
parts, of ^Somalia because, of .insecurity, the participants recognized and accepted'the
importance, of deploying .humanitarian protection forces,in Somalia, in order to ensure trie
unimpeded delivery of humanitarian assistance to the populations in need,'wherever they are.

.120. . Participants at the Meeting recommended that the focus of the humanitarian protection
.forces.should >e on the following areas: ', , .

..--.. (a) ■■ Protection of key installations and gateways to Somalia! This includes

ports, airports/airstrips and overland delivery routes; ' ' '
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<b) Protection of the delivery process to permit humanitarian aid delivery.to

take place;

(c) Protection of international and Somali aid workers and their facilities and

the beneficiaries of relief assistance.

121 In this regard, UNOSOM will establish a data and communications centre'to facilitate
interface' between humanitarian protection forces and those entities responsible for
implementing relief and recovery programmes. The Somali community leaders po meal
leaders and voluntary groups should be involved in these consultations. Such consultations
however, will not beat the expense of accomplishing the essential Humanitarian.purposes ot

the protection forces. .' ' . , . •.;.:., ,

122. Participants were of the view that humanitarian protection forces should remain until
such time as their mission has been accomplished. ..,.,, ;

123 Given the emphasis on the relationship of the Humanitarian protection forces to relief
andrecovery efforts, it is also strongly recommended that these forces become involved,
during the period of their deployment, in the rehabilitation of the physical infrastructure.

i

: 124 There is a need for flexibility in'the deployment of the humanitarian' protection forces,
taking into account the prevailing conditions in the various parts of Somalia and the needs
of United Nations Security force commanders. The system of delivery of humamtanan
assistance will also need to be adjusted .with the arrival of protection forces.

125 ■••- All participants to the Meeting agreed that the key to the eventual recovery' of Somalia
is the return to the rule of law, order and stability. In this respect the reduction of arms,
particularly the "technicals" and other heavy weaponry, is fundamental Participa ,ng Somali
community leaders have g.ven their firm commitment to collaborate with the United Nations

in this disarmament process. . ■,-..■• :

126 It was also proposed by the Somali participants and endorsed by the Conference that
as part of the'ongoing efforts to restore peace, public campaigns should be initiated to
promote demobiuLon of armed groups. This could involve, for example the establishment
of a uniformed local protection force under the United Nations command. It is recognized
by all the participants that an essential component of both disarmament and demobilization
is the creation of other employment opportunities, and the provision of vocational training.

■127 The need to re-establish administrative and financial systems to ensure long-term
solutions to the Somali crisis was emphasized by the participants. The specific need to
establish'public administration and public finance systems with matching grants provided by

donors to cover initial deficits was clearly recognized.

128 In addition to calling for animmediate cease-fire in all parts of the country, Somali
participants proposed the convening of a conference on National Reconciliation under United
Nations auspiceT in cooperation with the Organization of African Unity the Standing
Committee of the Horn of Africa, the League of Arab States and the Organization of the

Islamic Conference.
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Completion of the 100-Dav Action Programme ' . ' ■ -.

129. Objectives defined under the 100-Day Action Programme assumed adequate security
including reasonable access to all affected populations indeed,.as well as guarantees of safety
for all relief personnel, relief goods, warehouses and equipment related to relief activities
Since these assumptions have so far proved not to be the case, substantial portions of the

mT"16 C^VOt bt lmPlemented- Much of 'he food aid delivered to Somalia did not
^Om U ^ intended beCaifSe °f theft> 1OOting and/or large-scale

130, The Meeting; ^oghized that the original targets set out in the 100,Day Action
Programme needed to be reassessed. This applied specifically to key activities and taTge
T • 1S, TlmZed 'hat aSS1StanCe t0 the north of Somalia should be stepped up In
add.tion to food aid, greater efforts should be made on monetization of food to stimulate the
economy and encourage local food production. »"»iuiaie tne

J^f1 K]ltf aSSiStanCe andmonitor vulnerability,''surveillance systems heed
£ ^^'V116 MeCting COnCluded that UNICEF.should manage Td

health and nutritional assessments, using a variety of methods including airbo™
, uryeys for remote areas. FAO/WFP should handle domestic food production Z™

,and continuous monitoring. WFP should also ensure that the pipeline: was full™
of needs throughout 1993 and that adequate logistical arrangement*are^^in place S
should be responsible for coordinating the relief efforts and acting!as the focal point for
United Nations, its specialized agencies, donors and NGOs. Efforts shouwTe made to
ensure that UNOSOM has the capacity to fulfil this role.

132. Underpinning all of these requests is the need to ensure that Somalis themselves are

o"f e'SSe^mUlatiOnantim^men^o-f P^rammes not onlyforrbL-
P f°; y ProSranlnie bu' also beyond it. It was agreed that such participation

^^ hh ^Prevailing TSS mi

that leadership structures should be recognized

b,

135. It was generally agreed that there

f0,

was a major need for accelerated mine clearance.
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logistics capacities will be

w
recommendation of four options i.e.

-.
to So—

. TireW

of local capacities has been retarded.^

(a)

approaches, development of generic guides, etc.;

(b) tr irr

succes, in *e lon8 n tte exosntnee w,ll p»y

information sharing and joint NGO actions.

humanitarian and rehabilitation issues.
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Looking bevond the iOO-nW Action

142. . The.lOO^Day.Action Programme is but the first step of a continuing effort to meet
v /m.me?iate! nteds of disaster-affected people and to prq»re activities to address

rehabilitation and development heeds.; At country level; UNDP will have to play a major
role m shaping the strategies and contents of rehabilitation and development programmes
Over the past month activities were, undertaken, for example, in the northern regions of the
country to identify rural rehabilitation and development needs'and to design implementation
modalities with executing agencies. ■ "-■■-'■ ■ ■ .

^;^1".^ bontexl' ^'participants accepted that in the case ofSomalia relief programmes
should be followed by recovery and ultimately rehabilitation and development efforts as
Somali leaders move towards peace and national reconciliation, The international community
also regards the full participation of Somali representatives in the planriine process as
fundamental. '> . ' :..?;;. .

144. To facilitate jh^full involvement of Somaii partners; technical planning and
monitoring committees arebeing organized at regional level comprising local professionals
and international experts. ' ■ - = •'-' ' - -* '■';.--.. ■.. ...

145. Close cooperation with' United Nations funding agencies in'^cuiar'UNDP'Bretton
Woods institutions, regional organizations, donors and NGOs' is required-to devise
appropnate planmng and programme funding strategies with emphasis *on maximum
participation of national partners in all steps. J - ;: -- [i'-- ' ■•-

146. The need for education was stressed throughout the meeting. In this regard, a review

ffJrf education .^tor 9ountry-wide has been made by UNESCO with cooperation from
IJNpPand UNICEF. Based on that work, a project ouUine for $ US 2 million for education
has been tabled by UNESCO; A curriculum for primary education and non-formal skills
training is under development by two Somali committees. ' ■ ■ . .

147. there is an urgent need to forge a!comprehensive and an integrated rehabiUtation and
reconstrucuon master plan for a post-conflict Somalia. All concerned, notably the United
Nations system, the donor community, the NGOsand indeed the people'of-'Somalia
themselves, have a cnticaUole to play in shaping and implementing this plan The United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa* stands ready tb play asmajoFWlc!"in the
Preparation of such a master plan for Somalia and indeed for other countries in the continent
with similar problems, in cooperation with all concerned. At uSecountrv level ECA will
work together with the UNDP. .-«•"■',•

148. IMF had a close and collaborative'relation with Somalia uritil 1990 and it is
anticipated that this1 relationship will resume assoonas is feasible. At the outset IMF

assistance would be largely technical in nature and focused bn:ithe'reKa'b'iliffiofr of the
financial sector, the public finances and external financial policies. In addition Fund staff
would assist the authorities in developing a financial programme consistent with their erowth
price and balance-of-payments objectives. '
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149 Ambassador Kittani, in his capacity as co-chairman of.sthe meeting read out the
lowing SSon which was approved by acclamation by participants of the meeting:

-"■'" From:t to 5 December,' 1992 the Secretary-General convened'^ Second;
- Ordination Meefen Humanitarian A^^"^*.

Centre of the Economic Commission for Africa m Addis Ababa, Eth.oP.a.; The
meeting was a follow-up to the Donors' Coordination Meeting held in Geneva on 12:

I! ;an4- 13 October, 1992; which launched the 100-Day Action Programme for
''"" Accelerated' Assistance for Somalia. - .. :...■■> ■•■:■■■•

The Addis Ababa Meeting was attended by donors and other governments, Somali.
Jblitical. leaders, Somali, community .eaders and Somah non-governme,<a
Organizations, .as well as regional and sub-regional organizations United Naton
.Sies, international non-governmental organizations and the International

f h Rd CCommittee of the Red Cross.

The President of Ethiopia, His Excellency, Meles Zenawi attended the opening
J^i anddeiivered the keynote address. The Secretary-General of the.OrgamzaUon
of African Unity attended the plenary meeting and addressed the opening session.

The meeting provided an opportunity to review the progress achieved to date in the
implementation of the l6o-Day;Action Programme, the obstacles encountered and
the work that remains to be done. The discussion at the meeting also went beyond the
sco^f the 100-Day Action Programme to address relief and rehabil.tat,on activities,

in Somalia.

The Somali participants were fully involved in the exchange of views concerning the
priorities for the reconstruction of their country and the creation of an environmen ,
fn which rehabilitation can succeed, an environment of mutual trust, mutual, respect

and mutual cooperation. . , ; \:■:■■■;...

The donor community as well, as the United Nations Agencies, reaffirmed theip
readiness to' collaborate fruitfully in developing the necessaryarrangements for the
delivery of emergency assistance and the reconstruction of the country,, .

The participants decided that there was a need for holding a t%d^ Coordination
M^o/Humanitarian Assistance for Somalia.in February 1993 the venue and
exact date of which would be decided by the United naUons. after appropriate

consultations. ...

The participants expressed their deep appreciation to the Government of Ethiopia and
td the UniTed Nations Economic Commission for Africa for their generous
contributions to the success of the Conference.
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KEY NOTE ADDRESS BY H.E. Mr. MELES ZENAWI
PRESIDENT OF THE TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT

OF ETHIOPIA

Dear Community Leaders, Brothers and Sisters from Somalia

Excellencies

Distinguished guests,

Conference participants,

I wish to address this Meeting, as head of State of a country which is home to over

two mil ion' Somalis, a country which for the first time in decades has no hidden agenda on
rl a country which for the first time in decades is trusted by all Somal.s o be keen
Spi S?°f Somalia without harbouring any ulterior motives. In short, I w.sh and
I believe I can address this Conference as someone with a clear conscience.

Perhaps, more importantly, I Wish to address this Meeting as someone who has a
f,r,tHJKrience of the ravages of the combination of war and famine, as someone who
ZZTiTZoftrying to mafntain one's sanity in the midst of a totally msane s.tuaUon.
Uherefore address Sis Meeting as someone who cannot be detached and umnvolved, who
cannot but speak out candidly on the issue at hand.

Somalia which is passing through one of the worst moments in its history is or was
a nation oTone' of the most proud peoples on earth. Even now, I beheve this enormous
national prde is perhaps one of the few really valuable things that the Somali people have
not tost In our endeavour to help the people of Somal.a, I believe we need to respect and
fully appreciate the pride of the Somali people.

I know that pride and self-respect of a people are one of the key instrumenathathelp
neoole ari^e from the ashes of ruin and catastrophe of the type that is facing the Somal
£J In Se rush to save lives and the search for quick remedies the "temauon*

must take care not to trample the self-respect of the Somah people. I am
that any humanitarian intervention that in any way .mprnges on the sense of sel -
he Somali people, that does not help the Somali people retam and bolster the>r

eKpect is bound to M and to be harmful to the rejuvenation of Somah soaety. In some
fpecTl believe this is as important as the amount of material assignee made avadable
andiherefbre must be given more attention than has been the case so far.

At the moment Somali society is at an advanced stage of disintegration rarely seen
in modern hist™. There are therefore not going to be quick remedies to the problems of
SomaUa tC who are committed to help Somalia can do so only ,f they are committed
toTemain engfged in Somalia for a long period. For any humamtanan interventton m
SomdTto have a lasting and beneficial impact, it must be designed with a long-term
SectiS In mind, and must be pursued with patience and perseverance. I beheve this
Meetag sJds a better chance of success, if this were to be one of the base of ,ts
deliberation.
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...,....,.; ...The fact that'Spmali society is in an advanced: stage of disintegration, I believe also
means that the norms of civilized conduct that the world has now come to expect from all
societies is bound to be significantly lacking in Somalia.- This is not-due to any inherent
.inadequacies on the part of the Somali people, but because of the circumstance that Somali
society finds itself in. I therefore believe that any humanitarian intervention thatis designed
to. help..the people of Somalia must be based on the understanding, that ;in the-struggle to
overcome the insanity in Somalia, the international community must'.learn to live with and
slowly and painstakingly overcome some modes of conduct that would be totally intolerable
under other circumstances. ' • ■

... The focus of this .Meeting and that of the 100-Day Action Programme for Somalia is
on relief and saving,lives. At a time when an estimated 1000 Somalians are dying-everyday
because of hunger, the focus of the international community-cannot but.be on^relief and
saving hyes. But unless our relief efforts are linked to rehabilitation-the -crisis-in Somalia
cannot be reversed. Unless relief assistance is linked to rehabilitating schools,.clinics roads
communication networks, and unless the Somalia people are assisted to regain "their

productive, capacities, Somalia will remain to be a humanitarian disaster for the foreseeable
..future. , ■/...• ,

That going beyond relief and including rehabilitation in the humanitarian programme
for Somalia is also one vital and concrete means of reconstituting Somali civil society'that
everybody is taking about and that is so essential for stabilizing Somalia. ■ - ;■ ,\ . *."

. t I believe more needs to be done and could have been done in this regard. Large areas
..of Somalia are now reasonably tranquil and capable of absorbing a lot-of assistance for
rehabilitation. But the relative tranquillity in those areas is of'a very precarious nature to a
lar|e extent because, not enough has been done to help rehabilitation,' and.therefore
reconstrtution of civil society. If rehabilitation is carried out in those areas in a much more

, expanded and effective manner than has been the case so far, perhaps those areas can show
Hie rest of Somalia the way out of the quagmire. If on the other hand rehabilitation work
in those areas continues to be denied the attention it' deserves, we are likely to see the
duplication of the catastrophe in Bardera and Baidao all over the length and breadth of
.Somalia.

, . . The humanitarian programme for Somalia requires a reasonable degree of security to
succeed. In many parts of Somalia, such a minimum level of security is lacking Relief
assistance continues tp.be misappropriated by armed individualsand-groups Starving "people
in whose, name the assistance has been solicited are being denied access-to the assistance they
need and deserve. ■■.-.■ . , .. J

. . .Somalis must realize that the international community cannot sit idly by when
thousands starve to death because life-saving assistance could not be delivered due to the
obstacles created by irresponsible'gunmen. ..v.

, . Somalis must recognize that the international community cannot help them unless thev
are prepared to help themselves, unless they are prepared to take the necessary measures to
ensure that the necessary atmosphere for the success of the humanitarian programme is
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our resources and closely coordinate all our activities much more than has been possible
hitherto.

I thank you.

■' ■;■ .*
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DECLARATION BY: THE SOMALI TRADITIONAL COMMUNITY LEADERS

The traditional community leaders as well as the political leaders participating in the
Second Coordination Meeting on Humanitarian Assistance for Somalia belie*l
existence of hostile political groupings is the main obstacle to the achievement of a
political settlement in the country. The traditional community leaders and political leaders
wish to make the fol.ow.ng declaration to the Somali public an'd to.the worl^lmudty at

1. We fully support the historic decision of the Security.Council tosend a s^urity force
to Somalia to protect the distribution of relief food;, • • ■■■■.. i .,-

We call for immediate cease-fire in all parts of the .country and also the immediate
disarmament of all Somali people by the United .Nations; ; / ;; lmmedlate

We propose the convening of a conference on national reconciliation under United
Nations auspices; :' " *' ulJllcu

2.

3.

5.

6.

4. We request that the Organization of African Unity, Arab League and the Organization
of the Islamic Conference take an active part in all efforts. toward
reconciliation in Somalia; ' ' ': "■

We ask the United Nations to guarantee the implementation of the agreed' results'of
the reconciliation conference; . , ..r ,. >, . '

We appeal to Somali traditional community leaders, and .religious,'political'and

SST' t0 SUPP°rt and PrOm°te Ule UnSty and * ^^'S
We wish to extend our sincere thanks to the world, community, the neighbourine

countries, friendly Governments and the United Nations for the assist given to^h!
Somal, people ,n their hour of need and, finally, we appeal to theworld community to extend
humanitarian aid to Somali refugees stranded in all parts of the world. "

4 December 1992
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' LIST dF PARTICIPANTS AT THE MEETING _
THE COMMUNITY LEADERS AND SRSG AND USG (DHA)

4 December 1992

h Sultan Adan Gas Ali

2. Hussein Abdi Mohamud

3, Abdullahi M. Sharif r __ . .

4.- Sultan Said Osman AH - ' r • "";">'

5. Chief Abdi Samid Bashal ; -
6. Chief Ahmad Mahamud Magan

7. Chief Abdiqadir Yanbo

8. Sheikh Ali Hassan Ibrahim

9. Haji Hussein Dine

10. Ahmed Shire Mohamud

11. Osman Abdulle Ugas

12. Ismail Sultan Mohamud

13. Ali Haji Yusuf ,

14. Sheikh Ibrahim Mohamud AH1

15. Mohamud Jilai Ado

16. Abdullahi Gedi Slaw
17 ■ Ugas Abdullahi Ugas Mohamed

18. Sheikh Abdisalam Sheikh Hassan Barsame

19. Abdulle Dhiisow Siyad .

20. Osman Ahmed Roble

21. Yassin Abdulrahman

22. Ugas Khalid Ugas Roble

23. Ugas Omar Hirey

24. ' Bogor Abdullahi Muse ■

'25; < Haji Mukhtar Hassan

'- 26.' Ibrahim Haji Osman -'-■■ - '
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1

DECLARATION BY THE POLITICAL MOVEMENTS AND SOMALI TRADITIONAL
DECLAKA ION COMMUNITY LEADERS AND BY NGOs

The traditional community leaders as well as the leaders of the movements
ating in the Second Coordination Meeting on Humanitarian Assistance for Somalia
thaf me existence of hostile political groupings are the main obstacles to the

of a speedy political settlement in the country. The traditional community

£Z Zthe: £E2£ political movements wish to make the following dec.aranon to
the Somali people and to the world community at large:

We fully support the historic decision of the Security Council to send
humanitarian protection forces to Somalia to ensure the safe delivery and
distribution of emergency relief and recovery assistance to all Somalis in

„ need and to ensure the security of relief workers and. all relief and,recovery

.. supplies; .-..;. ..■••..- ' ,' ■; 't ■■

We call for an, immediate cease-fire and the collection of all types of

weapons in all parts of the country;

we propose the convening of a conference on national reconciliation under

United Nations auspices;

We request that the Organization of African Unity, Arab League the
Organization of the Islamic Conference, Non-Aligned Movement and the
Standing Committee of the States of the Horn of Africa to take an active

part in all efforts towards national reconciliation in Somalia;

We ask the United Nations to guarantee the implementation of the agreed

results of the reconciliation conference;

We appeal to Somali traditional community leaders, and religious, political,
womenTnd business leaders to support and promote the unity and the

reconciliation process of the Somali people;

wish to extend our sincere thanks to the world community at large, the United

SS3SiSSS5H

2.

3.

6

in all parts of the world.

5 December 1992
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Mohamed Abshir Muse, Chairman, SSDF
Hussein Hagi'Bot, USC

Mohamed Farah Abdullahi, Chairman, SDA
Ahmed Sheikh Mukhtar, Sec.-Gen., SDM

Abdurahman Dvaleh Ali, Chairman, USF

Awad Ahmed Ashara, Head Delegation, USP
Barre Ugas Gheedi, Head Delegation, SPM

Sheikh Mukhtar Abdi, Vice Chairman, SAMO

Hussein Warsame Samatar, Member Delegation, SNF
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DECLARATION BY THE SOMALI WOMEN PARTICIPANTS

The Somali Women participants in the Second Coordination Meeting on Humanitarian
Assistance for Somalia recognizing the role^of women in Somali society especially in the
effective delivery of Humanitarian Assistance;;

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Support fully the historic decision of the Security Council to send humanitarian
protection forces to Somalia to ensure the safe delivery and distribution of emergency
relief and recovery assistance to all Somalis in need and to ensure the security of
relief workers and all relief and recovery supplies;

Call for an immediate cease-fire in all parts of the country;

Propose the convening of a conference on national reconciliation under United
Nations auspices;

Request that the Standing Committee of the States of the Hom of Africa the
Organization of African Unity, League of Arab States, the Organization of the Islamic
conference and International Women support the-mobilization of Somali women in
practical ways. ' "" ■ '-■*•' ;:•■■-:•<

Ask the United Nations to guarantee the implementation of the agreed results- of the
reconciliation conference;

Appeal to the Somali women to support and promote the unity and the reconciliation
of the Somali People.

m t- * * o our.sincere t»»nks-to the world community, neighbouring
countries the Econom.c Commission for Africa, friendly Governments and the United
Nations for the assistance given to the Somali people in their hour of need and finally we
appeal to the world community to assist the Somali people in resetUing Somali refugees'and
the displaced in all parts of the world.

Khadija Ossoble Ali

Raha Mohamoud Janaqow

Luul Said Ahmed
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ANNEX V \
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STATElVfENT BY THE SOMALI LOCAL NGOs

;'' •' at the Second Coordination Meeting on
: Humanitarian Assistance for Somalia
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STATEMENT BY THE SOMALI LOCAL NGOs

We the Somali Local NGOs at the Second Coordination Meeting on Humanitarian
Assistance for Somalia held at Adds Ababa, December 3-4, 1992,

people,
Grieved by the humanitarian tragedy currently being experienced by the Somali

Moved by the compassion demonstrated by the international community in the
assistance provided to us and in the solidarity expressed with us at this Conference,

Committed to do everything within our power to establish conditions in which
humanitarian activity may be carried out with effectiveness, integrity and accountability,

Do now, therefore, pledge, consistent with our national religious and cultural
traditions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

To affirm the right of all those in urgent need to receive humanitarian assistance and
the concomitant right of impartial humanitarian organizations to provide it;

To strengthen, in cognizance with the humanitarian non-partisan nature of our work
collaboration among local NGOs to deliver assistance among the Somali people
wherever they are; .

To build trust and foster harmonious relationship with the international NGOs the
United Nations and its specialized agencies and other institutions to deliver relief and
rehabilitation assistance to the Somali people;

To mobilize the local human resources (the intellectuals, professionals artists
women, etc.) to complement this international endeavour to assist the Somali peoDle
to stand on their own feet.
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